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Mobile compression
software startup
AdStringO has
picked up $350,000
funding from Indian
Angel Network (IAN).

The investment
round was led by IAN

Mobile compression software startup
AdStringO picks up $350k from IAN
The Mumbai-based startup plans to use the capital raised to strengthen its research and development team,
further build out its technology solutions and for marketing initiatives
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members Arihant
Patni, Vishal Khare and Viswanath Ramachandran. The company
had earlier received Rs 5 crore from angel investor Sanjay Mehta in
2012.

The Mumbai-based startup plans to use the capital raised to
strengthen its research and development team, further build out
its technology solutions and for marketing initiatives.

Started in September 2014 by former Reliance Capital CTO Mohan
Chandrasekaran & Sankar Mahalingam, AdStringO provides
compression software solutions to enterprises to acquire rural
customers as well as service existing customers in rural areas.

The company claims that its algorithm can reduce the file size of
images, audios and videos by about 90% with no noticeable loss.
For image compression, it charges Rs 1 per image and for audio or
video compression, it charges Rs 5 per audio or video.

Some of its customers include L&T Finance, L&T Insurance, Tata
Teleservices, Club Mahindra, Johnson & Johnson, Liberty Videocon
General Insurance and Hafele.
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Why Rahul Yadav shouldn't be a role model for people looking to startup
10 comments • 8 days ago

Someone — Even housing employees themselves are struggling to assimilate
inside the company. "no real breakthroughs" sounds exactly …

Google's Android One may go down as an interesting idea that bombed
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James — Should have added commas to the numbers in your infographic, particularly hard to read and convey meaning

Coolpad set to enter India with Dazen brand of affordable smartphones
1 comment • a month ago
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1 comment • a month ago

Sujit Mathew — Very Interesting move by Coolpad to enter the Indian
extremely capable and innovative CEO. I wont be surprised if Coolpad

Are Indian startups slowly becoming bullies?
1 comment • a month ago

Satish — Ola has raised the prices. But not too much, I guess Uber is
business otherwise there will be monopoly. Both are powerful …
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